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Abstract   This paper examined the meaning of “ima [now],” a temporal expression in 
contemporary Japanese that basically represents the point of time of an utterance. It 
has so far been pointed out that, although “ima” sometimes may represent a point of 
time before or after an utterance, it always converges to the point of time of an 
utterance. This is due to, among others, the fact that “ima” basically does not have a 
temporal range and that it does not take a value by itself. This is confirmed by the fact 
that expressions such as “ima no aida” or “ima no ato” are unnatural ones that only 
occur under particular circumstances. Based on these, “ima” was characterized as 
having a property in common with expressions of time, space, and extent that 
converge to the prototype, such as “uchi,” “hodo,” and “yori.” This property was 
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求心性   ＋   －   ＋ 
視点 わがこと ひとごと ひとごと 
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